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Robert belongs to a rare breed of university-trained, specialized timber engineers. Following graduation 
with a Master’s degree from Warsaw Technical University, Robert set his eyes on Canada, for an 
opportunity to study at UBC under the world renowned professor and practicing engineer Borg Madsen, 
inventor of the now widely used timber rivet connection system.  
 
During his last year at UBC, Robert was offered a position with J. Novacek & Associates, a leading 
innovative Vancouver consulting firm in the field of timber engineering. Robert spent four years with 
Novacek, where he carried out the structural design of a number of landmark projects such as the Odlum 
Drive condominium project with architect Peter Cardew and the Engine 374 enclosure at the Vancouver 
Roundhouse.  
 
In 1997, Robert co-founded Equilibrium Consulting Inc. Through his career, Robert has worked on over 
600 projects, several of which have received awards, including the Hooded Merganzer Restaurant in 
Penticton with Nick Bevanda Architect and the Art Gallery of Ontario Galleria Italia with architect Frank 
Gehry, one of the most complex timber structures ever built. 
 
Robert is a long-standing member of the O86 “Engineering Design in Wood” code committee, and a 
member of the recently formed CLT code committee. Robert is regularly invited to lecture on the subject 
of timber engineering at national and international symposiums and conferences. Robert is committed to 
sustainability and energy performance, and was involved in the design of the first “Passivhaus” projects in 
Canada. 
 
 
Equilibrium (www.eqcanada.com)  
 
Fifteen years of design excellence and over a thousand successful projects have established 
Equilibrium as the NEXT GENERATION on the stage of top Canadian design firms. Our unique 
ability to take on complex structural challenges and find elegant, innovative yet efficient 
solutions has gained us the confidence of many well-established clients in the local community 
and abroad. 


